
Mizzou Football Postgame Sound (9/23/17) 
 

BARRY ODOM 
NAME  TIME DESCRIPTION        OUTCUE  
MIZ261 0:15 The team didn’t respond very well to adversity this week.   drives offensively 

MIZ262 0:13 The team needs to take full advantage of the upcoming bye week to get better. it right now  

MIZ263 0:16 Remains hopeful that this program is going to start winning games eventually. my entire life 

MIZ264 0:19 Gained valuable experience playing for a similar Mizzou team as a captain. what it takes 

MIZ265 0:20 A strong believer in himself as a coach and his ability to turn things around. what it takes 

MIZ266 0:19 Wants to build a strong future for the team, but not just on the football field. so I’m good  

   

DREW LOCK 
NAME  TIME DESCRIPTION        OUTCUE  
MIZ267 0:13 The team simply isn’t playing well enough right now.    wasn’t enough tonight 

MIZ268 0:15 A strong believer in Barry Odom and what he can do for this team.  all of us 

MIZ269 0:20 Hopeful that the team can use the upcoming bye week to turn things around. the week after 

 

J’MON MOORE 
NAME  TIME DESCRIPTION        OUTCUE  
MIZ270 0:15 It is very tough to beat a good team like Auburn without limiting mistakes. teams like that 

 

LARRY ROUNTREE III 
NAME  TIME DESCRIPTION        OUTCUE  
MIZ271 0:12 Felt good to get out on the field and help give the team a boost of energy.  at that time 

MIZ272 0:09 Focused on just being a team player and ready to play when needed.  player that’s all 

 

TYLER HOWELL 
NAME  TIME DESCRIPTION        OUTCUE  
MIZ273 0:17 The team needs to stay together and keep working hard.    need to fix 

MIZ274 0:20 Community service can build team growth as players and people in general. and long term 

 

TERRY BECKNER JR. 
NAME  TIME DESCRIPTION        OUTCUE  
MIZ275 0:13 The defensive line had a pretty good performance, but it needed to be better. enough to win. 

 

 



LOGAN CHEADLE 
NAME  TIME DESCRIPTION        OUTCUE  
MIZ276 0:20 Despite a gameplan to come out strong, the team just couldn’t make plays. myself especially 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

     

 

 

  

 


